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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
The use of fixed point theorems to prove the existence of a general equilibrium 
in economic systems goes back to the work of von Neumann of 1937 [13]. More 
general and simplified theorems of existence of competitive equilibria1 where 
then given by Arrow and Debreu [l] and Debreu [3] using Brower and Kakutani 
fixed point theorems (see also Arrow and Hahn [2]); their approach was basically 
the one followed in the ensuing mathematical economics literature on general 
equilibrium theory. One enough structure is built into the model, a competitive 
economic equilibrium can be thought of as a zero of a vector valued function 5, 
the excess demand function of the economy, which is assumed in the classical 
models to be a function of prices in R,” (the positive quadrant of RN). Proofs of 
equilibria by fixed point methods (see, for example, [2]) usually rely on the 
compactness of the space of prices (denoted d), which is assumed to be, in 
these models, a unit simplex in R+N, where N is the number of commodities in 
the economy, i.e., 
PER+~:&=~ . 
i=l 
That the space of prices can be given such a structure follows in the classical 
models from the properties of homogeneity2 of the excess demand function 
l(p) as depending on prices: since if [(Xp) = t(p) for all p in R+N, and all h > 0, 
it suffices td consider prices p in A. 
* This work was supported by NSF Grant GS18174. P. J. Kalman is visiting Harvard 
from SUNY at Stony Brook. The authors thank K. J. Arrow for helpful discussions on 
the role of the utility of money in the proof of existence of monetary equilibria. 
1 A competitive economic equilibrium can be thought of as a state of balance of the 
system which also satisfies additional conditions of efficiency. It is usually described as a 
set of prices and production and consumption allocations where firms maximize profits at 
the given prices and households maximize utility at the given prices, within their 
budgets as implied by those prices and their initial endowment [2]. 
2 Homogeneity, unless otherwise indicated, will mean homogeneity of degree zero in 
prices. (For a discussion of this see [14, 51.) 
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The above models (see, for instance [2, 31) can be described as models of 
pure exchange or “barter” economies where money does not enter in a meaning- 
ful way (for a discussion, see, for instance [2]). Furthermore, it is assumed in 
these types of models that the agents only react to present prices and their 
demand behavior is not “sensitive” to past or expected future prices [2]. 
However, Keynesian theory has suggested ways in which the usual assumptions 
of homogeneity of the excess demand function in monetary economies may be 
violated, in particular, through the effect of future price expectations on the 
excess demand function (see, for instance, [ll, 71). Other types of monetary 
economies where the excess demand is not homogeneous are those where the 
amount of money and prices enter into the utility functions of the agents (in 
addition to the amount of consumption). The constrained maximization of these 
utilities yields, in turn, the demand functions of the agents, which then may be- 
come nonhomogeneous (see Section 2 and also [5, 121). Lack of homogeneity of 
the excess demand function in these types of models is also known as a “money 
illusion” effect [4, 5, 141.” As soon as one lacks homogeneity of the excess demand 
function 5, the space d cannot be considered adequate anymore as a price space. 
As a matter of fact, it does not suffice to consider as a price space any bounded 
simplex either (see Section 2 and also [7]). Th us, in these kinds of models the price 
space, denoted n, should be naturally all of R+N. Since R+N is not compact in 
the usual topology of RN, the usual proofs of existence of equilibria which rely 
on compactness of the price space do not apply. A natural idea is then to imbed 
El into a compact space by adding a “point at infinity”, and effectively obtaining 
a space which is homeomorphic to an N-dimensional ball, and then use adequate 
fixed point theorems to prove existence of an equilibrium price P*.~ For obvious 
reasons of economic interpretation, the main problem then becomes that 
of finding natural economic assumptions so that p* will be finite, i.e., the 
equilibrium price p* is not the point at infinity. 
In this note we show that the above plan of action can actually be carried out, 
provided one makes certain mathematical assumptions which translate into 
natural economic conditions about the role of money in the economy. The main 
tool used here in proving existence is the Rothe fixed point theorem [16] 
which gives existence of a fixed point of a continuous function from the ball BN 
into R” provided the boundary (aBN) is mapped into the ball itself. We proceed 
as follows: first we discuss and define the model; then the assumptions are given 
and discussed and the existence theorem is proven. 
3 Since it indicates that the demand behavior of the agents is sensitive to the absolute 
values of money and the level of prices rather than to the relative value of money at 
different price levels. 
4 Alexandroff one point compactification denoted l? = 17 u {co}. 
6 A detailed discussion of the economic problems involved in proving existence of 
equilibria in monetary economies with unbounded price levels was given by F. Hahn 
in [8]. 
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2. EXISTENCE OF AN EQUILIBRIUM IN A MONETARY ECONOMY 
In this section we study an economy [14] where money is the only 
store of value. There are K traders, each of whom is denoted by an index 
k = 1, 2,..., K. The space of all possible consumption money vectors 
representing bundles of goods or commodities and money is R+N x R, , where 
R,N and R, represent the closed positive cones of RN and R respectively. For the 
kth trader we denote his/her consumption-money vector (xk, mk) E R,N x R, . 
A price system is a function assigning a value to each commodity bundle. The 
value is assumed to be a (positive) continuous linear real valued function on 
commodities. Thus, consumption goods’ monetary prices are represented by a 
vector p E R+N. Since money is the “numeraire”6 we can define the space of 
money prices of commodity-money bundles to be S = {(p, 1): p E R+.V}. Let IT 
denote the projection of S into its first N coordinates, i.e., n = {p: (p, 1) E S} = 
R+K. As in Patinkin’s world [14], the k-th trader starts with an initial commodity 
and money endowment (II@, #), in the first period. For a given price p, the agents’ 
wealth yk is given by pfL + s%‘;; We denotes (9, A”) E dfN x l?+ and w = 
(WI,..., w”). Each agent is characterized by a utility function, a real valued 
function which represents his/her preferences. In these models the utility of the 
agents depends both on prices and money as well as on commodities. Prices and 
money are assumed to influence the utility functions in two ways: in general, 
through the “real balance” effect which gives a measure of the utility of money 
as depending on the level of prices (as in [14, 41) and, in many period models, 
through price expectations which affect the outlook of the agent for the future, 
and thus the present utility if one assumes that the utility representes some 
“expected value of utility” (as in [7]). The k-th trader’s utility function is 
denoted uk(xB, mk, p). The demand function of the k-th agent is defined as 
usual as a solution to the maximization problem 
max 
(s",mk)~R+NxR+ 
uk(xk, mk, p) 
subject to px” + rnk < p3 + riz” = yk. This demand function is denoted 
dk(p, y”) and is a function defined on the space of price and income vectors 
(R+N x R,) with values on the space of commodity-money bundles (R+N x R,). 
Let &(p, y”) denote the demand for real commodities, i.e., the projection of the 
vector dL(p, y”) onto its first N components. 
The utility functions of the agents are assumed to satisfy the following 
conditions: 
A.1. For all k the utility function uk: R+N + R, x II--f R, is continuous. 
A.2. u”( ., p) is strictly quasiconcave and monotone increasing for every 
PEII. 
6 That is, money is chosen to be the standard of value; this is formally done by assuming 
that the price of money is always one. 
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A consequence of assumptions A. 1, A.2 is that the demand function d”(p, y”) 
is single-valued and continuous. The space d of all monetary economies 
can be identified with the space (U x Z?y)K, where U = {u = (ui,..., zP): 
@(x~, rn’;, p) satisfies assumptions A. 1 and A.2). For every monetary economy 
E = (u, w) E 6, the budget set of the k-th trader is BQ, y”) 1 {(&, mk) E Ryfl: 
pxL + m Ic < y”} and an excess demand function for an economy E, <: II + Ry 
is given by i(p) = C& d”(p, y”) - Ct=, zuL for every p E II and yk = ~0” + 
# > 0 for every k. Clearly 5 is continuous on 17 and not necessarily homo- 
geneous with respect to prices since d”(p, y”) is not necessarily homogeneous 
(see [5]). As usual, p* E II’ is a monetary equilibrium price system for the monetary 
economy E E d if [(p*; E) = 0.7 The corresponding vector of demand functions 
d* == (d’(p*, yl*) ,..., dK(p*, yK*)) . IS a monetary equilibrium allocation for E. 
Finally, a monetary equilibrium correspondence for E is a set of monetary equili- 
brium price systems, i.e., W(E) = {p E II: {(p; E) = 0). 
The usual proofs of existence of equilibria assume that the excess demand 
functions are homogeneous of degree zero in prices which the nonmonetary 
models usually satisfy. In monetary models, uk is not necessarily homogeneous 
in money and prices and the demand functions dk are not necessarily homogene- 
ous in prices and income (or wealth). 
Given the fact that the excess demand function 5 is not in general homogeneous 
in prices, it does not suffice to consider as the price space the unit simplex d, 
as in the classical general equilibrium [2] model (where demands are homo- 
geneous). If h is any positive number 31 and A, denotes the set {(p, 1): 
zy=, pi -i 1 = /1, p E L7} then there will exist some economy E in G such that E 
does not have an equilibrium price system in A, . So it does not suffice to consider 
any bounded simplex either. Thus in these kinds of models where homogeneity 
of the utility function (in prices and money) is not necessarily satisfied, the price 
space L’ should naturally be all of R+N. Since R+N is not compact in the usual 
topology of RN the usual proofs which rely crucially on compactness of the unit 
simplex do not apply (see, for example, [2]). A natural idea is then to imbed 17 
into a compact space by adding a “point at infinity.” (Alexandroff one-point 
compactification [IO] denoted by n = 17 u {co}.) The main problem then is to 
show that there exists an equilibrium price system which is finite (#{CO}). 
Since the space of prices is not compact we require an assumption on the 
asymptotic behavior of the agents when the price level approaches infinity. 
This assumption will allow us to use Rothe’s fixed point theorem to prove 
existence of a general equilibrium with finite prices. 
Rothe’s fixed point theorem states that if a continuous mapf: BN -+ RN 
(EP’ the unit ball in RN) satisfies f(aB”) C BN, then f has a fixed point. The 
following condition (A.3) is shown in Theorem 1 to induce a boundary condition 
’ To indicate the dependence of the excess demand function on the parameters of the 
economy we use the notation <( p*; E). 
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for the excess demand vector of the economy that corresponds to the boundary 
condition of Rothe’s theorem, and can be used to prove existence of a finite 
price equilibrium. 
A.3. For some M > 0, E > 0, and some commodity i, 1 < i < N 
(i possibly dependent on M and l ) if 1 p 1 > M, m > M, and 1 x / > M, 
Uk(X + (0 ,... , 0, qi , o,..., O), m, p) < u”(x, m + pipi, p) for E > qi > 0. 
In terms of real balances M/p (when there is only one good), A.3 translates to 
a preference (at very high levels of money prices of commodities, and of money 
and commodity holdings) to increase real balances rather than holdings of 
goods, i.e., 
U”(X + q, m/P> > uYx, m/P + 41, 
at least for E > q > 0, and X, m, and p larger than M. 
Assumption A.3 implies that for the k-th agent, after some high level of prices 
and quantity of money, there exists some commodity i whose consumption 
becomes strictly less preferable than the holding of an equivalent money value 
in terms of utility (at least for increases of consumption between E and 0). 
Assumption A.3 can also be formalized in terms of the comparative asymptotic 
behavior of derivatives representing marginal utility of money and of goods 
when uk is of class Cl. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be an economy satisfying the assumptions of A.1, A.2, and 
A.3. Then this economy has a general equilibrium p* in R,N with a positive exchange 
value of money. 
Proof. Let l(p) denote the vector consisting of the first N components of 
the vector t(p), i.e., the excess demand at price p for commodities other than 
money. In the first place, we show that under conditions A.l, A.2, and A.3, for 
every monetary economy E, if {p*} is a sequence of prices in 17 with {p”} + p” 
in ff\fl then for some h, lim &(PQ) is bounded. (Note that since {p*} + p” in 
fl\fl, the sequence of prices {pa} is unbounded). 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that zipi* # 0 for all q, for 
instance, by choosing an appropriate subsequence of {pa}. If pq = pq/x.ipiq, 
then xi pi” = 1 and we can assume lim, pq = p” > 0. Let k be one agent 
satisfying the assumptions. For all q, the budget constraint of this k-th agent is 
ppka + mka < pQk + fi”, where mkJ is the demand for money corresponding 
to prices pq and wealth yQ. Hence, since xi pig # 0 for all q, 
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Since the limit with p of the right-hand side of (1) is finite (pg, P, and #z* are 
bounded) so is the limit of the left-hand side of (1). Since Cipi* # 0, for all q, 
mka is positive for all 4 by A.2; hence (1) implies, for all 4, 
#LL*px”q < pQii?k + & . 
Since fik/zCpiq + 0 it follows that for q large enough 
Assume now that lim, x* = x0 is finite. Since the excess demand functions are 
bounded by below, it follows that {x”Q} is bounded by above for all k also, so that 
we can assume without loss of generality that 
lim xkr = xko < co. 
4 
From (2) and the fact that x% < CC it follows that 
lim pqxkC < lim p?Gk, 
P 4 
or 
,0x% < \cL %P. 
Note that p”ik > 0, by the assumptions on gk and the definition of ~0. 
Now let xk E I?+” satisfy pox” < p”.Gk. For all t in (0, 11, let xtk = txk + 
(1 - t)x”o. Then 
poxt’i < pO$“. (3) 
Equation (3) implies that for 4 large enough 
(4) 
From (4), for 4 large enough, and for any given mk in R, 
since both mk and +zk are bounded numbers and 1 pq 1 -+ a~. Hence, since for 
all 4, zipi” # 0 by assumption, for 4 large enough 
pgx,k + nzk < p%k f rfik, 
which implies, by definition of xka and mkQ, that for q large enough 
(5) 
uk(xtk, mk, p”) < uk(xkg, mkq, p”) (6) 
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(since (xtk, mk) # (xkg, w&) and uk is strictly quasi-concave and increasing in x 
and m). 
Since 
lim xtk = lim xkc = xkO, 
t-lo Pm (7) 
by taking t small enough and 4 > ~a for some q0 , by continuity of uk, (6) and 
(7) imply 
uk(xk~, mk, p”) < uk(xkc, mky, p”), for 4 2 4. . (8) 
Consider now the case when (mka} is bounded by above. We can assume without 
loss of generality that rnTco - m” in R, by choosing a subsequence of {mkq>. 
Hence, by (8) for 4 > q. , 
uk(xo, mr, p”) < uk(xo, m”, pg). (9) 
Choose mk > m” + h. Then (9) contradicts A.2, since h is arbitrary. So, when 
{mkg} is bounded, {x”Q} is not, which is a contradiction since we have assumed 
that {x”a} is bounded. Therefore, {mkg} must be unbounded; without loss of 
generality we can assume that {m”} + co when pq - I?f\lf. If in this case the 
{~“a} were not bounded, without loss of generality, we can assume x!g + co for 
some i. Then if 
ml% = mka + Q 
XlkP = xkq - (0 )..., 0, EiQ, 0 ,..., O), 
with 
piy = Q, 
uk(xlk@, m’lcp, p”) > uk(xkq, mkq, p”), 
(for some Q > 0), 
for some i, 
by assumption A.3, 
for 4 larger than some q1 
(sincepg, rnkq and x:c go to infinity). This would contradict the fact that (x~Q, mkg) 
is a demand vector when 4 > pi , since 
pqxrk, + m4 = pqx’% + mk, < pg@ + fi” 
and 
(X%, mr% ) # (xkq, mka). 
Therefore, when {mkc} is unbounded, {x&a} must be bounded. Since we have 
shown that {mka} must be unbounded, it follows that under the assumptions, 
(~“0) must be bounded when {p*} + fl\fi. This completes the first part of the 
proof. 
We shall now show that / [(pi)] --f co when lim,pq = p” E n\lf. Since 
pa E L7\n, then some component of p”, say, the j-th component, is equal to zero. 
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Let x% and mko be the corresponding demand for commodities and money at 
price p0 and wealth y% for the agent k satisfying A.2 and A.3. Let 
2x0 = (x?,..., x2) 
be the demand corresponding to p” and y ko, and mko the corresponding demand 
for money for this agent. Define 
Then 
Hence, 
Xk = (x:(I )...) xp + rj )...) x2), for some ri > 0. 
p”xk + mkO < p”ik + A”. 
uk(xk, mko, p”) < uk(xko, m%, PO), 
which contradicts A.2 since ri is arbitrary. This completes the proof of the fact 
that I l(pg)l + + co when p’~ --+ lI\l”r. 
We now show existence of a monetary equilibrium. By definition the set of 
equilibria is not empty if and only if @J) = 0 for some p E l7, where 
C(p) = 5 (d”(P,Y’“) - wk), 
k=l 
with d” = (xk, mk) and wk = (ak, #). Since in this model Walras’ law is 
satisfied, i.e., (p, 1) . c(p) = 0, it is sufficient to show the existence of ap in I7 
with p(p) = 0. We now define a map 
f:IiL RN, 
where the h-th coordinate of f(p), fh(p) is given by p, + &(p) . p, , for 
h = I,..., N.fis continuous inn, and forp E I?, l(p) = 0 if and only iff (p) = p; 
i.e., p is a fixed point off in If. We now define another function g, g: fl-+ RN. 
Define Vi = {p elf such that either (1) the i-th component of the vector p, 
pi < E and for some j (1 < j < IV), tj(p) > 0, or else (2) the i-th component 
of the vector p, pi > L and, for somej, 1 tj(p)I < T}, where E is a small positive 
number and L and T are large positive numbers. 
Let U = U-L1 Vi and Z = R\U. For some E, L, and T, Vi # @ since, by 
the above, / t(pq)j -+ + co if some component of pn goes to zero or else 
1 tj(p”)\ < T if some component of pi goes to infinity. 
Since U is open, Z is closed in 17. Z is also compact, since it cannot contain 
any sequence that goes to the boundary, II\fi. Let CL be a continuous function 
onI? with values in [0, I], such that 
(a) a(p) = 1 if p EZ, 
(b) at(p) = 0 if p ~n\If, and 
409/65/r-5 
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(c) a(p) < (1 - e/l + L) for ] p j > M (M as in A.3, L as in the definition 
of Vi). 
Let g: I?i + RN be defined by 
g(P) = 4p)f(p) + (1 - 4p>>(+, c) for P in IT, and g(ff\@ = 
E,..., e). The function g is continuous on n and g(n\fi) C BN = 
i.z E RN: 1 EL, .Zi 1 f l}. The space fl is isomorphic to BN, so that g 
can be thought of as a map on BN such that g(i3BN)g C BN (since 
fl\lf corresponds to i3(BN)). 
We can now use Rothe’s fixed-point theorem to prove that g must have a 
fixed point. Rothe’s fixed-point theorem states that: 
If f: BN + RN is continuous, and 
f (8BN) C BN, then there exists a fixed point for f. 
(See, for instance, [lo].) By Rothe’s theorem there exists a p* in J?! such that 
g(p*) = p*. By definition ofg, p* $H\lf. B ecause, for any p in 77, since gh( p) = 
+) = &)(ph + Ph(t(p>) + (l - a(p>k, if Ph < Ed gh(P) > a(p>f% + 
(1 - dp))$h = Ph , SO that g(p) # p. 
Also, if p G U and p, > L then g,(p) < h. This is easy to check when the 
expression 1 + &(p) - e/ph is negative, from the definition of g( p) and because 
E (Ph. 
If 1 + 5^h(d - +h is positive, then by condition (c) of the definition of 
a(p), gh(p) < p, alSO, Since then 
l--E 
4P> < - 1 - +h 
l+L < 1 + fhh(P) - +h 
for 1 p 1 > M, which implies that 
dp)(l - (h(p) + c1 - +>> +h) < 1 
or, equivalently, 
a(p)(ph + phth,(?)) -b (l - dpb ( ph ) iees, gh(p) < Ph - 
Therefore, for any p in U, g(p) # p. Th us, since p* E II\ U = 2, and f/Z = g/Z, 
p* is also a fixed point off. Therefore, [(p*) = 0, which completes the proof 
of existence of a finite price equilibrium with positive exchange value of money. 
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